Raised Stem Stitch Heart
This kit with instructions is just for the heart. The balance of the embroidery is up to you using
threads and beads from your stash. Suggestions for finishing the embroidery are included at the
end of the instructions.
Kit contents: ½ skein red embroidery floss
Design drawn on fine cotton
Backing fabric of cotton muslin
Illustrated instructions
Required to complete embroidery: embroidery needle; white thread (i.e. white embroidery floss,
white cotton perle) or any colour of your choice; beads in red, white, clear, gold or crystal; 4-6”
hoop; optional basting thread and/or straight pins.
Getting started:
A piece of muslin has been included in your kit. You can baste this to
the back of the ground fabric or pin it in place. The hoop might be
enough to hold the two layers together. The purpose of the muslin is to
support the stitching, hide any threads carried on the back, and a place
to bury starting and finishing knots or back stitches.
The raised stem stitch is done in two parts. The first stitch is a
foundation of buttonhole stitches around the object. The second part is
the raised stem stitch worked over the buttonholes but not piercing to
the back of the work.
Thread an embroidery needle with 2 ply of red.
Begin stitching at the top centre point of the heart.
The pearl edge is the outside edge. Stitch the
Begin here
buttonhole around the heart with the lines about ⅛
inch apart (3 mm) and going from the outside line
to the inside line. Try to keep a smooth line on
both edges. This is just an approximate distance
between stitches. As you work around the bulge
of the heart you will need to fan the stitches. They
will be further apart on the outside edge, the pearl
edge of the buttonhole, and closer together on the
inside. Try to keep the
stitches perpendicular
especially on the long
straight area coming to
the bottom point. As you
reach the bottom point
your last 2 stitches will be shorter. Imagine a line drawn through the
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centre bottom as if the heart was folded in half. Continue the buttonhole up the other side. The
stitch is illustrated at the end of the instructions.
Once the heart is filled in with open buttonhole stitch you are set to
start the raised stem stitch. Again use 2 ply of the red floss. You can
use a fairly long piece of floss as it isn’t stressed going through the
ground fabric. Keep in mind that if it’s too long, it will tend to tangle
so work with a length that is comfortable for you. Most of the
stitching is on top of the fabric. You will be doing the stem stitch
around the buttonhole stitch. Tension is very important. Make sure
you don’t pull the stitches so tight they distort the fabric. Conversely
don’t have them too loose as they will
not lie comfortably. Having the embroidery in a hoop will help
with the tension. You can stitch from the top point around to the
bottom point and then turn around and stitch back up to the starting
point. As you work, you need to keep packing down the stitches.
As the shape fills up you will have to adjust the length of the line.
There will be more stitches packed into the wider areas. The line
will be a very long zigzag.

Once you have the one side done, begin on the second side. Be sure to pack the stitches in.
You’ll know you have as many as possible in when you can’t force in any more stitches.
#1 Begin by coming up just above your first buttonhole stitch.
#2 Wrap the thread around the first perpendicular (upright) arm of the buttonhole. Do not pierce the
ground fabric.
#3 Continue to wrap the thread around the uprights. You need to watch your tension carefully. If you pull
too tight you will distort the ground fabric. If it is too loose there will be loops on the top of the
embroidery.
#4 When you get to the end of the row plunge the needle through to the back just above the last
buttonhole stitch so they line up.
#5 To travel back turn the embroidery around 180 degrees to keep the embroidery consistent. Come up
directly above the last stitch being careful not to come through the same hole.
#6 Continue back along the line pushing the raised stem stitch down with your needle to pack in the
stitches.
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Some ideas for finishing your stitched heart.
CAUTIONARY NOTE a blue washout pen has been used to mark your design. Make sure the
piece is rinsed in clear (no soap) cool water before ironing. Do not rinse in hot water until all
blue marks are gone. Dry flat if possible. A copy of the full size tracing is at the bottom in case
your markings fade.
General Ideas
Change the colours. The final piece can be monochromatic, two colour (red and a contrast) or a
variety of colours and weights of thread. There are lots of places beads can be added.
Embroidery floss in one, two, or even three ply can be used. Perlé cotton in finer weights can
also work well as can variegated threads. Heavier threads might need to be couched.
Heart Centre







Create a cross hatched design and tie down the intersections with a small cross stitch, a
bead, or any other stitch. For the sample a ¼” piece of painter’s tape was used to space
the rows but you can make them any distance apart you like. This can be done in a
second colour (white was used in the sample) the same red, or a different shade of red.
A special charm, button, or item could be sewn in the centre. A coin was added using
shisha style embroidery to one of the samples
Words can be stitched in the centre or written in using a fine marker or pen. The words
“nature lover” were stitched in one of the samples.
Initials can be arranged in the centre looking a bit like lovers initials carved in a tree.
The centre could be filled with bullion knot roses or silk ribbon flowers.

Vines





The vines can be stitched using stem stitch or back stitch. As the curves are very tight
even a chain stitch will be difficult. The colour can be in the same colour, a second
colour, green for natural looking vines, or any colour you choose. This would be a perfect
place for a variegated thread. A metal thread could be couched down such as a fine pearl
perlé.
If stitching it as a vine you can add little leaves or flowers. As the design is drawn in
washout pen you can simplify the lines and use a heavier thread.
Beads can be scattered in between the curls of the vine. Small seed beads in a matching
colour work well.

Outside Square



The square can be stitched in any linear stitch such as stem, chain, coral knot, or back
stitch.
Different ply can be used. One sample is back stitched in 3 ply of floss. Another sample
is chain stitched in 1 ply of floss.
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This is a good place to couch down a metal thread or a fancy thread that doesn’t stitch
easily.

Outside Boundary







The dots are spaced with 8 to a side roughly equidistant apart. They can be eliminated by
washing them out but they do add a lacy look to the outside edge.
On half buttonhole wheels with the dot as the centre of the wheel makes a nice edging.
Colonial knots or French knots in a heavier thread can be worked over each dot.
One sample was stitched with three detached chain stitches (lazy daisy stitches) radiating
out from the dot.
Beads can be attached over the dots.
Straight stitches radiating from the dot can be worked. A bead could be added over the
centre intersections.

These suggestions are merely jumping off points for your imagination and stitching your own
heart. The finished embroidery could be made into a needle case, a card centre for a special
valentine, or a pocket on a bag. It could even be a little bag on its own. I hope you enjoy stitching
your heart and you are inspired by seeing the different samples.
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Raised Stem Stitch
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Goldwork Heart
Heart stitched in 2 ply DMC 309
Square stitched in 2 strands Japanese gold couched down with 2 ply DMC #309
Curls stitched in pearl purl – Sadi thread
Dots stitched with 3 beads alternating 2dark gold bronze beads (15/0) and 1 bright gold (15/0) in
a triangle with 2 bright gold beads with 1 dark gold bronze bead
Heart centre is initials of 1 ply DMC 309 chain stitch wrapped with 1 strand DMC Metal Effects
E3821

Nature Lover Heart
Heart stitched in 2 ply DMC 352
Square stitched in 1 ply DMC #3814 chain stitch
Curls stitched in back stitch with 1 ply DMC 3816, leaves stitched with 2 ply DMC 3817 in
detached chain stitch
Dots stitched with 2 ply DMC 3817 in detached chain stitch in a triad, dots are stitched in 2 ply
DMC 352 French knots
Heart centre is letters of 1 ply DMC 316 in back stitch with satin stitch heart in one ply DMC
352

Lacy red and white heart
Heart stitched in 2ply DMC 304
Square stitched in 3 ply DMC white back stitch
Curls stitched in stem stitch with 2 ply DMC white
Dots stitched with 3 ply DMC white in colonial knots
Heart centre is trellis stitch, ¼” apart with 1 ply white tied down with 1 ply white cross stitches,
clear glass seed beads stitched in the small squares

Quarter heart
Heart stitched in 2 ply DMC Colour Variations 4210
Square stitched in 1 strand Londonderry Linen white couched down with 2 ply DMC Colour
Variations 4210
Curls stitched in coral knot stitch with 2 ply DMC Rayon S321
Dots stitched with 1 ply DMC Metal Effects E5200 in double cross stitch
Heart centre is initials of 2 ply DMC white in shisha stitch around the quarter with eyelets
stitched in 1 ply DMC Metal Effects E168

Beaded heart
Heart stitched in 2 ply DMC 321
Square stitched in 1 strand perle cotton #12 buttonhole fans
Curls stitched in stem stitch with 2 ply DMC white
Heart centre is trellis stitched with 1 ply perle cotton #12 held down with clear beads

Note – this is a prototype heart, slightly larger than the sample with some design alterations

silk Ribbon Heart
Heart stitched in 2 ply DMC 815
Square stitched in 2 ply DMC #815 and 2 ply DMC white in double buttonhole stitch
Curls stitched in 2 ply DMC white stem stitch with 1 ply DMC 3864 stem stitch shadow
Dots are incorporated with the buttonhole
Heart centre is silk ribbon roses in dark pink, medium dark pink, white and leaves in two shades
of green

